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BGOP MEETINGS 
Guild meetings are held on the first and third 
Fridays of each month at 7:30 P.M. at the Gulf 
Branch Nature Center, 3608 North Military 
Road, Arlington VA 22207.  Meetings are 
usually held in the Guild’s shop which is 
located about 50 yards past the Nature Center 
building on the wooded path.  Occasional 
Friday meetings with a speaker or video are 
held in the Nature Center auditorium. Call the 
HOTLINE for updates on meetings and event. 

Shop Rules And Etiquette 

The Guild shop is available for use by members 
whenever the Nature Center park is open.   Shop is 
locked, so call Shopmaster or a Board member for 
access.  Follow all safety rules.  Record number of 
visitors on log sheet near door. 
Please observe the following rules and etiquette: 
♦ Bring safety glasses and wear them.  Work in a 

safe manner at all times. 
♦ Clean the shop before you start to work. 
♦ Empty firepots and dump ash gate after each 

use to minimize corrosion. 
♦ Dump ashes in the ash dump outside, at the side 

of the shop. 
♦ Place tools back in their proper places. 
♦ Dress bar ends which you have cut, to be ready 

for the next user. 
♦ Clean the shop before you leave, and carry out 

trash which you create. 
♦ Always turn out the lights and lock up when 

leaving. 
♦ Bring your own material for personal projects.  

Shop stock is for learning and practice. 

2001 Board of Directors  
President Vice-President 

*Keith Kuck (2001) 
5310 Nutting Drive 
Springfield VA 22151 
703-321-8109 

*Chris Worsley (2001) 
4203 Javins Drive 
Alexandria VA 22310 
703-960-9030 

Treasurer Secretary 

*George Anderton (2003) 
5325 Ringold Place 
Springfield VA 22151 
703-321-9737 

* Ross Sullivan (2002) 
11548 Pine Hill Road 
King George VA 22485 
540-775-2067 

Tom Coker (2002) 
12611 Bluhill Road 
Wheaton MD 20906 
301-942-8573 

Fay LeCompte(2003) 
1016A East Main St. 
Luray VA 22835 

*Bill Wojcik (2001) 
4116 Kingchase Lane 
The Plains VA 20198 
540-253-5121 

Phil Heath (2002) 
4600 S Four Mile Run Dr 
Arlington VA 22204 
703-671-3134 

Ken Zastrow (2003) 
12800 Hammonton Rd 
Silver Spring MD 20904 
301-622-0897 

Call the HOTLINE at 
703-527-0409 for 
the latest news about 
Guild events. 

*Member of the Executive Committee  

Committee Chairmen 
Building  Ross Sullivan 540-775-2067 

Claude Moore Park Pat McGuire 703-437-9034 

Corporation Fay LeCompte 540-743-1812 

Demonstrations Jan Kochansky 301-937-6538 

Door Prize Tom Coker 301-937-6538 

Hospitality Ed Jackson 410-549-2829 

Hotline Tug Tuggle 304-876-0909 

Library Steve Crist 703-754-9678 

Membership George Anderton 703-321-9737 

Newsletter George McConnell 703-620-6454 
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EDITORS’ CORNER 
 
 

THE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE... 
 
Happy New Year! I hope everyone had a 
safe and happy holiday! Well the New Year 
is upon us and it is time to put those new 
blacksmith toys to work. Ok, I know that a 
lot of you are so tired from making gifts for 
the Holidays that the last thing on your 
mind is going back to that cold shop and 
trying to get back to work. But I will bet a 
lot of you have tools that need repairing or 
need new tools made to replace the ones 
you used last year at all those demonstra-
tions. For me it will be trying to decide 
which jigs to make from the ones I have 
seen over the past year. The courting can-
dle jig that Bob Morris had is still on my 
mind. So this is the time of the year I make 
new tools in my shop. Since it is too cold to 
work outside (the grass stopped growing, 
the leaves are all done) I fire up the heaters 
in the shop, go back in the house to let the 
heaters do their work and then go out and 
work in the shop. If you’re like me, the first 
couple of hours or days is cleaning up all 
the junk from the fall, putting lawn tools 
away, and trying to find the tabletop under 
all this stuff (my wife calls it Junk). She 
also tells me that “For the amount of time I 
spend in the shop cleaning, why is there 
only one can of trash?” She claims my 
cleaning is basically rearranging of the 
stuff. But I will tell you after all of the hus-
tle and bustle associated with the Holidays, 
there is nothing quite as nice as working in 
the shop, looking out the window and 

watching the snow fall or watching my son 
learn to roll over! 

 
                      Keith E. Kuck 

Leaf on Ross’s letter opener 
 
See page 7 

Phil’s bracket demo just after 
the collars were installed. 
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COMING EVENTS 
 
January 13      Gulf Branch Open House 

demo (was 20th) 

January 19      Ken Zastrow, Forge Weld-
ing 

February 16    Jeff Freeze, First Guild 
                         demo 

March 2          Chris Worsley, Copper
                         repoussé 

March 16        Bill Wojcik, Collaring 

April 6             Spring Fling preparation
                         and assignments 

April 7             Gulf Branch Open House 

April 20           Open forge at the nature 
                         center 

April 21           Spring Fling 
July 14             Gulf Branch Open House 

 
 
OTHER EVENTS OF INTEREST 
 
February 10 
 
Pennsylvania Artist Blacksmith Associa-
tion will hold their regular workshop meet-
ing at Ernest Frederick's shop in Kutztown, 
PA. Ernie is known for his ingenious jigs 
and tooling for he has been in the trade of 
steel forging and fabrication for over fifty 
years. 
Contact: Paul Huf (717)768-0197 south-
paw@epix.net 
 
February 24th 
 
Dan Boone’s 5th Annual Pasture Party 
Hammer-In 
 
Saturday, February 24, 2001 
7381 Parrish Road, Louisa, Virginia 
 

RSVP 540-967-3267 
No later than February 15th so you are in-
cluded for lunch! 
 

Plans for the day include:  Special black-
smithing demonstrations, family program, 
blowing the anvil and lunch 

There is no specific charge for the day, 
you are just asked to bring something for the 
iron in the Hat and then participate by buy-
ing tickets.  In the past this has paid for your 
lunch and all other expenses incurred.  With 
your help we will continue this tradition, and 
you might win something special in the 
meantime: 

We are kind of off the beaten path (2+ 
hours from DC, 1 hour from Richmond), so 
if you need a room for the night here is a 
short list of motels available in Charlottes-
ville, which is about 30 minutes from us: 
Holiday Inn, 1901 Emmet St. 800-242-5973,  
Quality Inn, 1600 Emmet St. 804-971-3746,  
Days Inn, 1600 Emmet St. 804-293-9111, 
Comfort Inn, 1807 Emmet St. 804-973-7100 
(Emmet St is route 29), all motels are just 
north of route 29 intersection with route 250. 
 
Directions—From South, East or West: 
 
⇒ Take rt. 64 to exit 149 (Shannon Hill, rt. 

605) go NORTH approximately 3 miles to 
WEST Old Mountain Rd (rt. 640) turn LEFT 

⇒ Go approximately 2-1/2 miles to Parrish rd 
turn LEFT 

⇒ We are the second driveway on RIGHT 
  
From North: 
 
⇒ Take I-95 south to exit 118 (Thornburg rt. 

606), turn RIGHT at end of ramp. 
⇒ In approximately 5 miles this road will turn 

into rt. 208, continue on 20+ miles to stop 
sign at rt. 522 turn LEFT 

⇒ In 5 miles you will come to a stop sign in 
Mineral at the Firehouse, turn RIGHT 

⇒ Go 1 block to stop sign, turn LEFT, continue 
through Mineral. 

⇒ At the end of town is a Texaco gas station, 
approximately 1/2 mile farther turn RIGHT 

(Continued on page 5) 
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onto rt. 605 
⇒ In 1 mile at stop sign CROSS rt. 33 
⇒ Go approximately 6 more miles and turn 

RIGHT onto WEST Old Mountain rd (rt. 
640) 

⇒ Go approximately 2-1/2 miles to Parrish 
Road turn LEFT 

⇒ We are the second driveway on RIGHT. 
  
We would also like a count for the family pro-
gram, they will be doing mosaic flower pots 
See you then! 
REMEMBER—RSVP by February 15  OR 
NO LUNCH FOR YOU!! 

February 27th 
 
METALFab 2001-43rd Annual National 
Ornamental and Miscellaneous Metals As-
sociation Convention and Trade Show. 
Dates: February 27-March 3, 2001 
Location: Savannah International Trade & 
Convention Center, Savannah, Georgia. 
Info: Contact NOMMA for registration 
prices to attend this event. 
Metalsmiths of all types should not miss 
the trade show which is free and open to 
the public. This event features exhibitors 
from around the world with the latest in 
metal working technology and services. 
Times for the trade show are Thursday, 
March 1,12 noon-4:00 p.m.; Friday,  
March 2,10:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.; Saturday, 
March 3,10:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m. 
Contact:(404)363-4009 for additional info 
and registration applications, or visit 
NOMMA's website at: www.nomma.org 

 

March 24th 
The Furnace Town Annual 
Joint Meeting & Workshop 

24 & 25 March 2001 
Demonstrator: Lou Mueller  

 
This year’s Joint meeting begins at 9 am on 

24 March 2001 with Lou Mueller using 
tools and jigs described in Streeter’s book 
“Professional Smithing”. Lunch will occur 
at roughly 12 noon with Iron in the Hat to 
follow. The demonstration will continue 
into the afternoon. Items made by Lou will 
be auctioned after the demo has finished 
for the day. A catered supper will be held 
at Bay & Beyond (maps will be available) 
in Snow Hill. There will be a slide presen-
tation after supper.  
 
The workshop will be held on Sunday the 
25th of March 2001. Lou will be leading the 
participants in the construction of four of 
the jigs described in Streeter’s book.  
Lunch will be included in the workshop. 
 
Pre-registration is encouraged and a regis-
tration form is available from either Ray 
Noble or Mark Williams. Furnace Town is 
located just outside Snow Hill, Maryland. 
A list of B & B’s and motels in the area is 
available upon request. 
 
The cost of the day is $15.00.  if your reg-
istration is received by 28 February 2001. 
The cost is $20.00 if your registration is re-
ceived after the 28th. The day includes: 
Coffee and doughnuts in the morning, All-
day demo, Lunch, Iron in the Hat (please 
bring something),  Auction, and the flashy 
wit of Ray Noble and David Hutchison. 
We will have a table of Norm Larson’s 
books for order/sale. Representatives of 
Miller Welding will be demonstrating, too. 
Tailgate sales are encouraged. 
 
The supper on Saturday costs an additional 
$15.00 Reservation for this supper must be 
made no later than 15 March 2001 as the 
caterer requires an accurate head count. 
The supper will be served buffet style start-
ing at approx. 6 pm. 
 
Each workshop will cost $25 plus materials 
per person. Each of the supporting groups: 
BGCM, BGOP, FTBG, MASA, NJBA and 
PABA; have three slots in the workshop. 
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April 1st 
Women Do Iron  

The Artisans Center of Virginia is hosting a 
juried exhibition of work by women who 
make art in iron. The exhibition is open to 
women artists working in iron and metals. 
A maximum of three 35 mm slides of re-
cent work may be submitted per entry. The 
entry fee is $20.00. The deadline for slides 
to be received at he ACV is April 1, 2001. 
To obtain a copy of the prospectus [click]  
 
Contact info:  
Artisans Center of Virginia  
601 Shenandoah Village Drive  
Waynesboro, VA 22980  
540-946-3294  

Meeting Notes 
 
November 17th 
 

Ross Sullivan demonstrated the forging 
of a letter opener (next pg). He also 
brought along an old motor and demon-
strated several arbors for converting the 
motor into a serviceable polishing machine. 

by:  
Skip Roberts 

You’d better quench your anvil before you try welding again 

The groups should let Mark Williams know 
whether they have filled their slots by 28 
February 2001. A short waiting list will be 
formed that would fill unused slots. 
 
Contacts: Ray Noble – 410-651-0987 (H)  
800-220-3015 (W)  or NOBLER511@aol.
com and  Mark Williams – 410-632-0914 
(H)  410-651-6431 (W)  or  email 
m_and_mwilliams@juno.com  OR 
mewillaims@mail.umes.edu  
 
Make the check out to Furnace Town 
Blacksmiths Guild 
 
Send registrations to: Ray Noble, 27840 
Oriole Road, Princess Anne, MD 21853 

Safety was emphasized and techniques de-
scribed to try and avoid the bad things that 
will happen when using rotating machinery 

 
January 5th 
 
Communications:  
Fay received a Thank you from Howard 
Johnson's in Warrenton. This is a facility 
used during Spring Fling. Minutes for the 
meeting not read. Treasurer's report not 
given due to George being absent. But "We 
have money".  
 
Old Business:  

Pat McGuire stated that Claude Moore 
Farm Park is finally getting ready to put in 
a forge. Pat has ordered the new fire pots 
for the forge.  
 
New Business:  

Keith requested that thoughts begin re-
garding the 2001 Spring Fling. The com-
mittees from last year will be contacted to 
see if they are willing to do it again.  

Fay missed out on a deal in Williams-
burg, due to no access to funds. This is an 
issue that is being discussed.  
 
Show and Tell:  

Roger Amidon brought in a ladle that he 
made during Thanksgiving.  

Phil had Pictures of the demo at Pioneer 
Days. Also a book on Blacksmithing that 
he received for Christmas.  

Fay had a tip on keeping your slack tub 
from freezing. Place a 4x4 in the tub and it 
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PEOPLE NEWS 
 

All Blacksmith Christmas Show  
For those of you who didn't attend the 
show, the most unusual sight was around 
lunch time. Bill Wojcik, brought out his 
hot dog cooker. For most people, the 
thought of using 3" steel pipe and a piece 
of expanded metal grate wouldn't be used 
for cooking hot dogs. But the pictures are 
proof, Bill cooked several dogs for folks 
participating at the show. A most ingenious 
invention. 
 
            Melissa Siegrist  

RENEWALS 
Thanks to all who have re-
newed their membership 
Fred Allder 2001 
Judith Berger 2001 
Kenji Chikata 2003 
William Canford 2001 
Tom Davis 2003 
Albin Drzewianowski 2001 
Jack Duckworth 2003 
Terry Fisher 2001 
Joe Fournelle 2003 
Wallace Hanson 2003 
Ed Jackson 2003 
Enoch Jones 2001 
Mike Joy 2003 
Mark Leverone 2001 
Larry Martin 2001 
James McGavock 2003 
Steve Murdock 2003 
John Parlett 2003 
Mike Pinkerton 2001 
Roger Pol 2001 
Louis Sulzbacher 2003 
John Snyder 2001 
James Szymkowicz 2003 
Bill Tucker 2003 
Bill Walmsley 2003 
David Willard 2001 
Roy Ysla 2001 
Peter Yun 2003 

CHANGES 
Ross Sullivan Email:  CherryHillForge@msn.com 
Melissa Siegrist Email:  forgelady@msn.com 

(Continued from page 6) 
 

allows the ice to compress around the wood 
instead of splitting your tub.   Bill Wojcik 
showed several pairs of his mini tongs. 

Conni Badowski showed 3 of her forged 
screw drivers.  

The meeting was adjourned and Phil 
Heath gave a demo on his Hangy Thingy 
ie. a decorative hanging bracket, featuring 
scroll work that was attached with collars, 
curved flat bar and riveted hooks. A beauti-
ful piece when completed.  

 Left: Ross Sullivan’s letter 
opener.  Above: Phil’s 
nearly completed bracket. 
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THANK YOU 
DEMONSTRATORS!  

  
Year 2000 was the best year ever for public demonstrations of  blacksmithing.  The Guild 
sponsored more than 20 demonstrations at fairs and festivals in DC, Maryland and Virginia.  
There were also a number of demos by individual members. The overall objective of these 
events is to live up to our purpose, which includes educating the public about blacksmithing 
as an ongoing art.  Demos also provide another opportunity for individuals to develop their 
skills in the company of other smiths, and are a fund raising tool via sale of Guild-made 
items. We covered three open houses at the Gulf Branch shop in Arlington, three county 
fairs in Maryland, our traditional venues at Colvin Run Mill and Frying Pan Park in Fairfax 
County, dedication of the blacksmith shop at Claude Moore Farm Park in Sterling, Delap-
lane Strawberry Festival, the Luray Heritage Festival, and other events in the area.  The 
Guild participated in the National Building Museum's Festival of the Building Arts for the 
first time in several years.  
  
Over 30 members participated in the past year, including at least 10 demonstrating with the 
Guild for the first time.  Our apologies if we missed including your name in the list.  
 

        Ken Zastrow 

Pat Fulcher 
Keith Kuck 
Tug Tuggle 
Tom Coker 
Bill Wojcik 
Les Lorenz 
Jeff Freeze 
Phil Heath 
Bev Coker 
Pat Evans 
Len Mills 

Susan Fonseca 
Roger Amidon 
Fay LeCompte 
Jan Kochansky 
Melissa Siegrist 

Bernard Poppert 
George Anderton 
Connie Badowski 
Teresa LeCompte 
George McConnell 

Albin Drzewianowski 

Jason Proctor 
Ross Sullivan 
Tina Chisena 
Robert Pease 
Pat McGuire 
Skip Roberts 
Leann Lewis 
Terry Fisher 
Tim Buckley 
Ken Zastrow 
Lance Davis 

THANK YOU 
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Using Patina on Ironwork  
 
There has been a lot of discussion re-
garding patina on iron. The most 
readily accessible patinas are formu-
lated for Stained Glass. The colors 
available are Verde' Green, Copper, 
Black and Antique Brass. Any 
stained glass supplier has these avail-
able. In researching patinas and their 
uses, plain old iodine from the drug 
store or vet supplier, will produce a 
rich brown finish. Sal Amoniac 
blocks when made into a paste will 
give a silver gray finish.  
If you can't find a supplier, go to 
www.delphi.com or www.spectrum.
com for patinas.  
Also, after applying the patina and 
letting the piece completely dry, coat 
with bowling alley wax and buff. 
This gives a sheen to the piece and 
will seal the patina.  
 
by Melissa Siegrist  

Cheese Slicers  
 
by Ross Sullivan 
 
For a quick item to 
give as a gift or use 
for yourself in the 
kitchen, construct a 
cheese slicer. 
  
Using 10" of 1/4" square stock, taper 
both ends of the stock to a thin point 
and rat-tail curve the point. 
  
Experiment with different twists in 
the center of the stock to make a 
decorative center design. 
  
Heat the end quenching the rattail 
and bend each end around a 2 1/2" 
piece of round stock, forming a "C" 
shape.  
Compress the "C" and attach a piece 
of .023 " stainless wire by wrapping 
around the rattails. 
  
After wrapping the wire onto the rat-
tails, releasing the pressure on the 
"C" will tighten the wire. This will 
take some practice on getting the 
right tension on the wire, but after a 
couple of tries, you will be wrapping 
the wire like a pro.  
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Interview with Clay Spencer From THE UPSET 
UPSET: Clay, you were a rocket scientist with NASA during your professional career. How did 
you move from that to blacksmithing?  

CLAY: I went to my first blacksmith meeting in October 1986. I had been white water canoeing 
and all the kids I had been with were going to waters that seemed too dangerous for me. I had been 
collecting blacksmith tools a good many years before that, through auctions and flea markets from 
Alabama to North Carolina. When I was 5 or 6 years old I had seen my Father & Grandfather do a 
little blacksmithing at our house on a small forge. I first got Alex Bealer's book from the library and 
found the name of Ruth Cook in the back, called her and she told me the president of the Alabama 
Forge Council, Jim Batson, lived in Huntsville on the same street that my mother and several aunts 
& uncles lived on. I went to the next meeting at Alabama Constitutional Village and joined. Jim 
Batson began teaching classes in Jan. 1987 at his house every Friday night from 6:00 PM usually 
until midnight with 4 or 5 of us. That's when I got bit hard.  

UPSET: When you retired from NASA you moved from Huntsville, AL to Murphy, NC. Did your 
involvement with blacksmithing influence that decision?  

CLAY: Well, I didn't move immediately after I retired. Jackie (Clay's wife) was still working and 
the house we lived in had a one-acre lot with a lot of restrictions. I built a small shop in back but I 
knew I couldn't build the shop I really wanted in that location, therefore, I knew we needed to 
move. Jackie influenced our move quite a bit. She said, (when we were both working) "When you 
retire, are we going to move to Colorado or North Carolina?" I said, “YES! Sounds like a wonder-
ful idea". I've always liked the mountains, woods, streams and fields but Colorado seemed to be just 
a bit further than I wanted to go, even though Francis Whitaker was there. 

UPSET: Speaking of Francis Whitaker, he seems to think highly of your abilities and understand-
ing of processes. You have assisted him with classes and even filled in for him upon his request. 
How do you feel about that responsibility?  

CLAY: It's an awesome responsibility. I'll start at the beginning. I first heard stories from others 
that had taken classes under Francis about getting chewed out and I questioned whether I should go 
for a class with that old rascal and get fussed at but Jim Batson encouraged me to go ahead. As it 
turned out, Francis was having hip replacement surgery that fall and Tom Joyce filled in for him. 
That was the only time Tom has taught at the Folk School and he probably won't teach there again. 
That was a significant time for me. Francis came back the next April of 1988 and I enrolled in that 
class and did what he said do. He tells you what he wants done and as long as you do your best, you 
will never have any problems. I found Francis to be very helpful and encouraging. That's how I first 
started teaching at the Folk School. One instructor could not come for a beginning weekend class 
and I was asked to fill in for him. That was within 15 months after I started blacksmithing. I kept 
taking all of Francis's classes and got to know him much better. During the second class I had with 
Francis, he came by the second day about noon, and asked me, "Are you beyond hope?" At that 
point I had not asked any questions and later found that he likes questions. The class went well and 
I did OK with my project. That was the same year that EZ-Weld flux had problems and I had 
brought some from home but Francis was using the new flux. Forge welding was very difficult with 
the new flux and we first thought it was the coal but after using several different types of coal, we 
discovered the problem was the flux and I had what he needed. Over the period, I took 6 or 7 
classes from Francis. Francis eventually quit teaching at the Folk School and he then asked me to 
take over his classes. That was the greatest honor of my blacksmithing career and at the same time 
he requested I be placed on the Board at the Folk School and I'm still on the Board and took some 
responsibility to improve the shop, build signs, railings, etc.  

UPSET: You have seen ABANA grow to substantial numbers over the past decade. What do you 
see the future of this art/craft to be?  
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CLAY: Well, I know most of the history behind ABANA and I served on the Board for a number 
of years. Although I'm not on the Board now, I still remain very active and ABANA is responsible 
for our numbers reaching almost 5,000. ABANA is one of the keys to keep blacksmithing progress-
ing. From ABANA, the local chapters were formed and Joe Humbel was instrumental in establish-
ing the local or state chapter involvement. ABANA still has a lot of work to do in educating the 
public about blacksmithing and the differences between hand forged work and fabrication. We 
really need to focus on this aspect and that is the real challenge.  

UPSET: Speaking of handwork, most of our traditional techniques were developed in Europe sev-
eral centuries ago. With that in mind, how do you see the North American smith's abilities com-
pared to the European smiths of today? 

CLAY: From what little I've seen, we're certainly up to speed with the talent in Europe and in 
many respects, I believe we're leading most other countries. In Europe several centuries ago up un-
til now, there was a code of silence among the Guild members and secrets could not be revealed for 
different crafts. That has never been the case in ABANA. We, in North America have been pushing 
the cutting edge of technology in blacksmithing and we'll continue to do so in an open manner. 

UPSET: There seems to be a wide variety among all blacksmiths and the way they operate from 
use of power hammers, air hammers, hydraulic presses, coal and gas forges and traditional as well 
as contemporary applications. Do you see all this variation as a liability or asset? 

CLAY: This expanded variety is one of the greatest assets that ABANA and the local chapters have 
going for them. Francis seemed to be concerned about quick use of the arc welder and loss of tradi-
tional joinery techniques. Francis has said, "anyone can teach how to use an arc welder but only the 
people with experience and knowledge can teach traditional joinery”. I think all these different 
hammers are great, of course, I'm probably a technology nut, but that doesn't mean I'm going to use 
all of them. Basically I use the Little Giant, coal forge, treadle hammer & anvil for most of my 
work. 

UPSET: You've been instrumental in helping to form the Alabama Forge Council into what it is 
today. What processes or methodology did the Council go through to get to the point it's at today?  

CLAY: I wasn't there in the beginning. They had been operating for 5 or 6 years when I became a 
member. I started as a beginner and asked all of the "how to" questions and I took a lot of notes and 
drew sketches. I started writing articles for Batson for the newsletter and Barbara, his wife, was 
secretary/treasurer and they were also newsletter editors. It was too much for him to do and I began 
filling in with articles. I tried to take good notes at conferences and meetings because I wanted to 
know how to do what I was seeing and I really tried to make clear sketches of my own for good re-
cords. Some time later, Jim gave up the editor position & I took over. When I got the position, I 
was only 1 to 2 years behind in issues. When I started with the newsletter, my opinion was that I 
was going to write everything and do all the sketch work and wasn't depending on anyone to submit 
articles because I had heard so many tales about the lack of information from other people. 

The keynote of part of the success of the Alabama Forge Council is that the newsletter has 6 to 8 
pages of "how to" in each issue. That's what most of the members are looking for. Gavin Harris was 
president and he was driving 5 to 6 hours for a 2-hour meeting and then back. We then divided into 
local forges to keep the distance to meetings to a manageable level. The newsletter helps people un-
derstand how to do things. Many of the articles are written backwards. I write the articles first and 
then do the drawings. In traveling around over the past years, I take previous issues and sell them 
for $2.00 each and we pick up a little money and spread the word. Our mailing list runs about 600. 
Only about 165 live in Alabama. Mike Lynn has also helped by putting AFC on the Internet. In the 
beginning, I wanted to write all the information but now, with our aggressive scholarship program, 
which is not a free scholarship, the recipients must write an article and demonstrate and make an 
article for the auction. We also have a drawing for our out-of- state members for scholarships.  
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UPSET: Speaking of being the editor of the AFC newsletter, you were editor when you lived in 
Alabama and are still the editor after moving to North Carolina. When some editors burn out over a 
period, how do you remain so tireless and enthusiastic with a high degree of energy? 

CLAY: Well, they could have fired me when I left the state but they chose to keep me as the editor. 
I've considered over the past year or so of giving the editor's position up because of so many other 
activities, but I would really miss the 30 to 40 newsletters I receive from all the other chapters. This 
may change in the future.  

Since we have so many scholarships, I'm getting more articles than I can print. Some don't make it 
in printable quality and I have to redraw some and type some of the written material. Robbie Arm-
strong and his wife retype some of the articles for me now and all I do is print the newsletter and 
the printer does the rest, printing, folding, postage & mailing. I'm paid a little (about $1.00 per 
hour) which helps.  

UPSET: The blacksmithing community is made up of a wide range and variety of individuals, full-
time, hobby, part-time, etc. Because of increasing numbers across the board, do you see the aware-
ness and demand for quality hand made iron products increasing?  

CLAY: Iron is on a roll now, the economy is good and this is good for all of us. We see some part-
time or hobby smiths going full time every day. The key here is marketing of their work. Most peo-
ple can learn how to forge well, but selling or marketing must be a vital part if this is to be a full 
time profession.  

UPSET: Clay, we have more people desiring to get into blacksmithing now more so than ever. 
What is your recommendation to those who want to get started?  

CLAY: First, they should get involved with their local chapter and go to all the meetings to learn. 
I'm a real strong believer in taking classes because when I followed Jim Batson in March of 87' to 
the Folk School for a class, and then for another 40 days of classes at the Folk School that year, that 
is how I progressed rapidly. Of course, a background in engineering helped and being active in do-
ing things with my hands over a lifetime helped. I would also recommend taking classes at the dif-
ferent blacksmith schools around the country; of course John C. Campbell is my favorite. Now, I 
live only 9 miles from the Folk School.  

UPSET: Clay, in summary, do you have any other thoughts or comments you would offer to the 
blacksmithing community as a whole?  

CLAY: There are several things. Individuals should get involved with local chapters. The local 
chapters make the whole community and organization work. That is where the exchange of infor-
mation is most apparent. Taking classes, workshops, etc., and I certainly think that every individual 
should be a member in our national organization. It was set up a little backwards initially in that it 
did not require membership locally to be members of the national organization. I believe it is very 
important for every blacksmith to be a member of ABANA. Two magazines published quarterly 
provide 8 issues that contain ideas, processes and techniques that can be used to generate income. 
One other extremely important aspect is education of the public. We should take every opportunity 
to demonstrate at fairs, schools, in the community, etc. and let them know how hand forged work 
looks, what it is, what it involves, etc. and they can see you're hot, sweating, with a lot of hard work 
and just because of that, the item is worth more. There is a difference in quality. Hopefully, the 
economy will hold out for some time and we're looking for a bright future for the entire blacksmith 
community.  

 Interview on Oct. 3, 1998 at LAMA annual conference with Clay Spencer, 
mentor & icon in the blacksmith community. 

Reprinted from “THE UPSET” via the Northwest Ohio Blacksmiths 
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Tools and Jigs 
 
Bituminous Bits 
Alabama Forge Council  

 
This issue will cover some neat and helpful 

blacksmith tools and jigs that I have seen at demos 
or classes or in the exchange newsletters. At the 
1988 ABANA Conference, Francis Whitaker 
showed me a support 
for drop the tongs 
welds. It is simply a 
2-foot length of 
round bar that will fit 
in your pritchell hole. 
Make a right angle bend about 2" from one end. 
Make another right angle bend about 5" or 6" from 
the first bend, but the second bend is in a different 
plane. Put in the pritchell hole and adjust 
so the bar is just slightly higher than the 
anvil face and level. This has been shown 
in one newsletter made of reinforcing bar 
and another with a little kink in the mid-
dle or a bend up at the end. These 
changes would help keep the stock from 
rolling. Another thing Francis recom-
mends is to spread the reins of your tongs 
near the rivet. This will allow them to 
hang on the rack without being spread eagle.  

From the Pittsburgh Area Artist Blacksmiths 
Association newsletter, August 1989, there was a 

sketch of Francis' 
spring fuller for 
necking pipe under 
the power ham-

mer. The channel welded on the bottom fits the bot-
tom die of the hammer and helps hold the swage in 
place. The size of the hole between the two pieces 
of the fuller is critical. Francis forged his so that it 
leaves a M6" hole in the pipe. Just right for riveting 
or threading for a bolt. He has two sizes, one for 
3/4" and for 1 " pipe. The stock is 1/2" round and 
the total length of the fuller is about 12".  

Francis recommends the use of small channel, 2" 
wide x 8" long to 
support flat bottom 
stock while drill-
ing on a drill 
press. This works 
especially well for 
drilling multiple 
holes in a length of stock. Burrs where the drill exits 
the bottom will not allow the stock to lie flat. Use 
light chain to attach the channel to the drill press.   

Ryan Johnson wrote in Joe Humble's Appala-

 

chian Area Chapter newsletter about swage handles 
used by Ward Brinnegar. Most of us bend the han-
dle in a loop and ad-
just so that the two 
halves meet. Ward's 
handles were bolted together. When the swage 
needs dressing or more relief, it's easier to unbolt 
and work on them and rebolt than to bend open, 
bend closed and align.  

Brad Silberberg, who demonstrated at Madison 
in 1991, prefers hinged swage/fuller handles. They 
can be readily opened for dressing and what is more 

important they do 
not bend together so 
that you have to 

spring them open forcibly to get your work in or 
out. While we are on swages and such, you can 
make fullers from something other than round 
stock.  

Big John Kierbow 
had a square fuller in 
a class he taught at 
John C. Campbell 
Folk School. 

In 1991 at the June Event, Roger Lorrance of the 
Illinois Valley Blacksmith Association had a candle 

stand with swaged decoration. He had 
cut two 2" pieces from a large ball 
bearing race and carefully straight-
ened them. Then he 

welded them to spring handles to 
make a swage. Depending on the 
shape of the races and grease seal 
areas, you can get some nice designs. Since the 
swaged area will forge to a longer length while you 
swage it down, you may have to use a starting sec-
tion with some stock ground away and a full sized 
finishing section.  

Ryan Johnson wrote in Appalachian Area Chap-
ter newsletter, November 1991, about how Jerry 
Darnell makes his nail headers from A-2 (air hard-
ening) tool steel. The stock was 1 " x 6" x 1 / 2" 
thick. Spring fuller 
about an inch back 
and draw out the 
handle. Thin the han-
dle so it has spring and will not zap your hand. 
Draw the handle out and form a hook on the end so 
it can be hung up. Make a square punch 

with a blunt 
point. Punch 
from the back 
until the tip of 
the punch 

pushes a bulge out but does not punch 
through. Grind off the bulge to leave a 
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small square hole. Forge down the material around 
the hole on top of the header so you can forge facets 
on the nail head. Air cool the header and start 
making nails.  

At the first Mississippi Forge Council Confer-
ence, there were several unique tools and ideas. 
President Grady Hol-
ley's coal bin was on the 
other side of the wall 
behind his forge. He 
had a chute under the 
forge from which he 
could shovel the coal 
directly into his forge. 
Another duct behind the 
forge caught the coal that fell off the back of the 
forge. 

 Bob Patrick used a special pair of tongs to hold 
his short chisels, hot cuts, fullers, etc., rather than 
trying to attach a permanent handle to the S-2 tool 

steel. This saves fingers and 
time trying to punch tough tool 
steel or trying to weld a handle 

on, and weld back on, and not as much tool steel is 
required. The jaw was forged to fit the tool shank. A 
groove on the tool helped keep the tool in the tongs. 
The loop on the rein locks the tongs to the tool in 
use.  Bob also used a double scroll jig to make the 
critical bends while making a 
quatrefoil. After each weld was 
made, the bends just adjacent to 
the weld are opened to fit to the 
jig. The jig also helps prevent 
putting undue stress on the weld as the bends are 

made. If you've tried, you 
know how difficult it is to get 
a quatrefoil even, in a circle. 
Bob had several other neat 
tricks and tools. He will be 
one of our demonstrators at 

Tannehill this year, so maybe you will get to see 
some of them.  

The Hot Iron Spar-
kle, newsletter of the North Carolina Chapter, June-
July 1991 showed Jerry Darnell's power hammer 
dies for chamfering the 
edges of stair railing. 
This job is normally 
done cold by hand 
hammer and is not a 
fun job. This tool 
should make it fast and easy. Use a piece of square 
stock as large as will fit in your power hammer 
dovetail slot or sow block. Jerry used a 6" piece of 
11/4" square mild steel. Weld a piece of 1 1/4 " 
square x 3/ 8" and a piece of 11/4" square x 3/4" on 

the top of the 6" piece with about a 1" gap between 
them. Jerry was able to wedge this in to the sow 
black of his 25 lb. Little Giant. A drawing die is 
used in the hammer. Jerry says to do about 3 feet on 
one edge and then re- verse and do the other edge to 
prevent edge bending. Jerry uses this tool for 3/8" x 
11/4, 3/8" x 11/2" or 1/2" x 11/2" stock.  
 

These tongs, by Mike Person, will hold a wide 
range of sizes of 
square tubing, pipe, 
angle and probably a 
lot of other shapes. 
The September 1988, issue of the UMBA newsletter 
showed Mark Linzelman's tool for bending, adjust-

ing scrolls or curved stock of 
various thicknesses. Take 
two pieces of 1" round and 
forge a joggle in the middle. 
Weld these to a shank that 
fits your anvil's hardy hole. 

Could also be used in the vise, but not as securely.  
For bending on top of the anvil, 

The Hammer's Arc, Tullie Smith 
Blacksmithing Guild had one of Stan 
Strickland's tools.  

Johnny Kierbow made a tool for 
the same job in one of Nol Putnam's 
classes at John C. Campbell Folk School. It has 

more surface in contact 
with the hot stock and is 
less apt to leave a mark. 
Johnny Cowboy says it 
takes a lot more work to 
make the tool, though.  

For bending small rings or hooks, Stan had an- 
other gadget that fits the vice and will stay in. Also 
from the Hammer's Arc. A large round or octagon 
piece of tough steel such as a jack hammer bit with 
one end forged to a blunt 
point. Weld two cross bars to 
it. One would fit across the 
top of the vise jaws and the 
other would be under the vise 
jaws. Need a special welding 
rod such as Super Missile weld, stainless or high 
nickel rod. The other end could be forged to 7/8" 
diameter , with a slight taper and used to make your 
candle cup fit a candle much better.  

Sometimes (always?), vise jaws seem very slip-
pery and will not hold the stock you are trying to 
upset. A four inch by six inch piece of 1/4" thick 
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aluminum or low carbon steel will make false jaws. 
The aluminum can mostly be bent over the jaws 
cold. Heat one piece of the steel to red and clamp 
about an inch or little more in the jaws. Hammer the 
steel down across the back of 
the jaw and tuck the corners 
over the edge of the vise. Heat 
and bend the other side. The 
steel jaws don't hold quite as 
well as the aluminum but they 
provide a radius on the edge of 
the vise jaws. For a larger radius, use thicker plate. 
Robb Gunter says to heat the steel to scaling tem-
perature occasionally to give it more bite. He makes 
jaws out of angle iron, with a notch in the end and 
folds these around the end of the vise jaws.  

You mean to tell me you still haven't put a guard 
in front of your power hammer spring? At least, go 
to the auto store and get a piece of radiator hose that 
will fit over the spring, and a couple of inches 
longer than the spring and put that on. A small steel 
cable through the spring, around the arms and back 
through the spring with a couple of cable clamps 
and the radiator hose would be better. Neither or 
both of these is will protect that hard head as a well 
as a guard across the front of the spring, but they are 
something you can do in 15 minutes.  

Clifton Ralph forges a small anvil bick to fit the 
hardy hole of your anvil. It is very handy for the 

finer points of your 
work. The notch in 
the center is very 
useful for bending 
and twisting and 
many other things. 
It has been in a 
newsletter and used 

by a demonstrator but they never mentioned that 
Clifton gave it to them. Is it possible not to remem-
ber Clifton?  

An old square from a flea market, it doesn't have 
to be square, can be 
made into a hook 
rule. Hacksaw the 
square down the 
center of the wide 
blade. Turn the saw 
blade 90° in the frame. Save the cut off piece for a 

one edge steel ruler. Leave a one inch hook. Hack-
saw notches at the quarter, half, three quarter and 
inch marks for the first two inches. This helps to see 
against red iron. Forge a handle with a punched eye 
on the other end.  

At Bill Gichner's Hammer In. Bud Oggier 
showed how to jog a piece of stock in the vise. How 
much jog or offset do you need? Take two four inch 
pieces of stock with thickness equal to the jog 
needed, bend a right 
angle bend at the cen-
ter. Hang these over 
the vise jaws, one on 
the front jaw and one 
on the back jaw. Clamp 
your hot stock between 
the jaws. The closer together the two pieces are, the 

sharper the jog will be. Jim Auer 
and Merle Bullard had an eye 
bending jig in the Northwest Ohio 
Blacksmith's newsletter in Octo-

ber 1990. A short piece of heavy angle is the base 
that clamps in the vise in use. You will need a base 
for each inside diameter eye you want to make. The 
pipe welded on the comer should fit the 3/4" clamp. 
The clamp lever would be made of 3/4" round. Put 
your hot stock next to the pin and 
clamp it with the lever. Bend 
around the pin. You will have to 
watch that you don't have too long 

a heat on the stock or it 
will bend further out away 
from the pin than you want 

it too. Cool it with water 
if necessary. Remove 
from the pin, flip over 
and put back on the pin. 
Bend against the clamp 
to center the eye with the stock. 

Grandpa Nahum Hersom says to forge and grind 
your center punches to a square point rather than 
round point. On red hot metal you can pick up the 
square easier than a round dot. Francis says that a 
punch mark should be big enough to see.  

Reprinted from Bituminous Bits 
Alabama Forge Council 
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COKE ORDER 
 
I am planning to order a ton or two of 
"Brand L" blacksmithing coke before the 
end of January.  This coke is pea size, clean 
burning with relatively little clinker.  The 
latest cost estimate was 22 cents/lb, deliv-
ered in 1 ton bulk bag to Landover MD.  If 
anyone is interested in sharing this order, 
give me a call at 301-622-0897, or E-mail 
to kzastrow@capaccess.org 
 
Also, I am looking for someone with a one 
ton pickup to transport the coke to my 
home or the Guild shop for distribution. 
 
Ken Zastrow 

METALS / BRASS NAMETAGS 
 
King Architectural Metals has a website 
and is reasonably priced if you are looking 
for a metal source. They have a warehouse 
in Baltimore Maryland and will ship di-
rectly to you with no minimum order.  
Go to www.kingmetals.com  
 
Also, the nametags are still available for 
$6.00 each. 
 
Melissa Siegrist 
forgelady@msn.com 
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Artist-Blacksmith's Association of North America, Inc. 
PO Box 816, Farmington, GA 30638 USA 
706-310-1030 tel 706-769-7147 fax 
abana@abana.org;  www.abana.org 

ABANA presidents message 
 
Fellow Smiths, 
 
I write this first letter as the new President of ABANA, a position I accept with 
honor. My thanks also to the ABANA Board of Directors for their unanimous sup-
port in electing me to this position, and their willingness to do the hard work that 
being a Board member requires. One of my goals is to make the management and 
decision-making process in ABANA as open as possible to the membership. 
Changes in place to make this happen include; the ABANA web site which will 
have a new addition on the home page entitled "ABANA Business" so that news 
and developments on the various efforts within ABANA can be posted in a timely 
manner for the memberships’ review. Additional information will be placed on the 
site to provide more background on what’s happening in ABANA. The Board also 
understands that not all members are able to access the ABANA web site, and this 
is where your publications come into play. In The Anvil's Ring, the President's 
message will include as much information as room permits and also a Chapter Li-
aison information section. The ABANA Page will contain information on elections, 
the conference, contracts, reminders and other such business tidbits. Some addi-
tional information will also appear in Hammer's Blow, but will be kept to a minimum 
so that Brian Gilbert can fill the pages with as many blacksmithing tips and tech-
niques as possible.  
 
On behalf of the Board, I would like to offer my thanks to the Board members 
whose terms expired this year; Bob Bergman, Elmer Roush and Joe Harris. Each 
served ABANA and blacksmithing well and I fully expect to see that service con-
tinue in other ways and other venues. I also extend a special thanks to Bill Fiorini 
for his continual service to ABANA and for his tenure as President over the past 
five months. The Board also wishes to thank Jim McCarty for his excellent service 
to the ABANA membership as editor of The Anvil’s Ring. Thanks for a job well 
done!  
 
The newly elected Board members, Bob Fredell, Jerry Kagele and Dan Nauman 
bring a rich and varied set of skills to the Board. These skills were apparent at the 
LaCrosse Board meeting and soon you will see the results of their involvement. 
Please join me in welcoming them to the Board. 
 
Many positive changes will occur in the coming year. The most immediate and one 
of most exciting is the new editorship of The Anvil’s Ring. The ABANA Board wel-
comes Rob Edwards and Sebastian Publishing to this new position. Rob brings a 
wealth of knowledge and skill in the publication and editing field and we are taking 
full advantage of his talents. Additionally, look for more information in the coming 
months on the revised education committee, the finalization of the copyright policy 
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ABANA Chapter Liaison Letter 
December 2000  
 
INTRODUCTION  
Hello, I am Bob Fredell. You recently elected me to the ABANA Board of Directors. 
My wife, Mary, and I are long time members of ABANA and The Guild of Metals-
miths. We are hobbyist blacksmiths dating back to 1980, or so. 
 
One of my assignments as an ABANA Board member is to chair the Member Ser-
vices Committee. This means that you will be hearing a good deal from me in the 
year to come. You see, one of my tasks is to write these letters to our chapters, to 
ABANA members and to the blacksmithing community at large. 
 
The Member Services Committee has the responsibility of reaching far beyond 
simply the writing of this letter. In future letters I will write to you about the mission 
of the Member Services Committee and how we are to meet our goals. This 
means communication with you, blacksmiths around the world. It also means com-
munication from you to us so we may serve you better. A communication proce-
dure will be set up soon. 
 
LeeAnn is also going to organize a section of the Central Office files so that each 
chapter will have its own file with the original chapter application, by-laws, etc. We 
will also be sending out a complete and updated list of chapter requirements as 

for ABANA publications, changes in the management of the Central Office, up-
dated scholarship and grant programs, changes in the membership services com-
mittee and planning for the 2002 conference.  
The noose on the Bridge Project for the ABANA Conference at Flagstaff, Arizona 
generated a substantial amount of correspondence from the membership. The 
Board acknowledges and thanks all who have contacted us. All the involved par-
ties are working very hard to come up with a solution that will satisfy all the parties 
involved, and we are very close to this resolution. As soon as the solution is in 
place, the membership will be immediately informed. Thank you for your under-
standing on this matter. 
 
Finally, if any of you have a question regarding ABANA, please call, write or send 
an e-mail to any Board member or the Central Office. We will respond as soon as 
possible, then work to get an answer. Happy Holidays to all! 
 
Safe and productive forging 
 
Doug Learn 
121 Pebble Woods Drive 
Doylestown, PA 18901-2907 
(215) 489-1742 
cjfdlearn@mindspring.com  
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many of you have asked for clarification. We hope to have this information together 
and to you by March, 2001. 
 
A special message to chapter newsletter editors. We give a big thanks to the edi-
tors who have been publishing the Chapter Liaison Letter in their chapter newslet-
ter. How nice it would be if all editors could find space to publish our letters. Let the 
watch word be communicate. More on this topic in future letters to the chapters. 
 
MEMBERSHIP LISTS 
 
Those persons who make the short and long range plans for ABANA find your 
membership lists to be so very useful. These lists help us to identify potential 
ABANA members and to answer the continual question as to the number of black-
smiths within the reaches of ABANA. The next step for us is then to see how we 
can increase ABANA membership. These lists are for ABANA internal use only 
and will not be used for any other reason. 
 
A requirement for ABANA Chapter status is to annually send to ABANA a copy of 
the chapter membership list. This seemingly small detail is easy to forget, espe-
cially when chapter officers change frequently. With this reminder, please send a 
copy of your membership list to ABANA, PO Box 816, Farmington, GA,  30638. 
You may also send LeeAnn a copy of your list in ASCII format (text with tabs) as 
an attachment to an e-mail if you wish. If you choose this option please put your 
chapter name and the words ‘membership list’ in the subject line and e-mail it to: 
abana@abana.org. Thanks! 
 
INSURANCE  
Liability insurance is the most frequently asked question that we receive. You can 
help us provide a useful service to chapters by giving us information on your chap-
ter insurance. We will then compile this information and share it with chapters. 
Please send us the name of your insurance company, coverage, price basis (per 
event, per person, blanket and riders for special events.) Include other information 
that you believe may be useful to other chapters. 
 
We will inform you about the results of this survey. Just when we will get back to 
you depends upon when we hear from the chapters. This is a top priority item! 
Thanks to the Indiana Blacksmithing Association and the Western Reserve Artist 
Blacksmith Association who recently sent in their insurance information. Have a 
safe and happy holiday and best wishes for the new year! 
 
Bob Fredell, Chairman 
Member Services Committee 
3500 45th Ave South 
Minneapolis, MN  55406 
H. 612-721-2298 
bfredell@qwest.net 
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M E M B E R E S H I P  A P P L I C A T I O N  

  

BGOP Membership Application and Renewal 

Name                                                                                              Home Phone                  

Address                                                                                           Work Phone                   

City                                                         State                            Zip                                       

I am a member of ABANA, The Artist Blacksmiths Association of North America ڤ Yes ڤ No 

 Life—$300 ڤ                Renewal—$20 or 3 yrs—$55 ڤ        New Member—$30 or 3 yrs—$60 ڤ
Make check payable to: BGOP 

Mail check and Member application to:  George T. Anderton, 5325 Ringold Place, Springfield VA 22151 

BGOP 
shop Nature Center 

Log 
Cabin Parking 

Military 
Road 

Gulf Branch Nature Center 
3608 N. Military Road 
Arlington VA 22207 
703-358-3403 

To Lorcum  Lane, Rt 29, 
Spout Run and George 
Washington Parkway 

To Chain Bridge, Rt 
123 and Glebe Rd 

Name:                                                              
Address:                                                          
City:                                                                 
State:                              Zip/PC:                     
Country:                                                           

Type of Membership     ڤ New Member      ڤ Renewal 
 Contributing—$100 ڤ            Regular—$45 ڤ
 Library—$35 ڤ            Student—$35 ڤ
 Overseas Air —$80 ڤ      Senior (65+) -$40 ڤ
 Overseas surface -$60 ڤ
ABANA Chaper Affiliation:                                     
Application may also be made at the ABANA web site: 
                                                    www.abana.org 

E-mail:                                                           
Www url:                                                       
Phone:                                                          
Fax:                                                               
Credit Card Information                                      
                     :Mastercard   Expiration Date ڤ   Visa ڤ
Card#                                                                 
Submit check, money order (US banks only), or by credit card: 
 
LeeAnn Michell 
PO Box 816                              Phone: 706.310.1030 
Farmington GA 30638                  Fax: 706.769.7147 


